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68 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER

Luxe and stylish, the Ascent II recliner puts a new twist on serious
medical seating. The curved top-line of the seatback offers additional
headroom while the “wing-back” design adds style and customization
options for designers. Standard features, like swing-away arms and a
removable seat, aid in meeting infection control goals. The Ascent II is
optimal for patient rooms, oncology, infusion therapies, dialysis, pre-
and post-operation and other treatment needs.

SKU: CH.68/CH.68P/CH.660

BARIATRIC SHUTTLE B CHAIR

The Shuttle B Series™ Advanced is the ultimate transitional item
designed for use in conjunction with rehabilitation, examination and
transportation. Whether in stretcher or chair position, this fully
electric product accommodates weight capacities up to 455kg. The
Shuttle B Series Advanced transforms with the touch of a button from
stretcher to chair position and is perfect for use with a lateral transfer
device to assist with ambulating a patient. The seat assist function is
complete with ambulation poles for the safety and confidence of the
patient and care provider.

SKU: SW.31060000

https://midmed.com.au/product/68-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=68+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-shuttle-b-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Shuttle+B+Chair
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56 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER
SKU: CH.56/CH.56P/CH.566-2

BARIATRIC SAPPHIRE AIR MATTRESS
SKU: SW.33060420

https://midmed.com.au/product/56-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=56+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-sapphire-air-mattress/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Sapphire+Air+Mattress
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65 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER

The Ascent XL Bariatric Recliner is ruggedly built like our classic
recliners, with added style and elegance. Gently contoured lines
enhance its profile while comforting patients up to 500 lbs. Standard
swing-arms provide easy cleaning, maintenance and patient transfer.
Four-inch, twin wheel casters are corrosion resistant and roll with ease.

Suitable for Oncology, Surgery, Infusion, Dialysis Therapies,
Orthopedics, Paediatrics, and more.

Purchase the Ascent XL patient chair through Midmed today for an
easily transportable, well-designed recliner that always puts comfort
first. Available with manual and power options in a wide range of
colours.

SKU: CH.65/CH.65P/CH.660-2

BARIATRIC BEHAVIOURAL BED

The SW Bariatric Behavioural Health Bed provides a user-friendly
design ensuring ergonomic safety for care providers in the behavioural
and mental health environment. This fully functional electric medical
bed can be utilised in a variety of care environments ensuring greater
patient safety and comfort. The PowerSafe™ technology ensures
electrical safety for both the care provider and patient. This Bariatric
Health Bed sets a new standard with its low deck height, which is the
lowest bed on the market.

SKU: SW.33060550

https://midmed.com.au/product/65-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=65+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-behavioural-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Behavioural+Bed
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BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

BARIATRIC BED TITAN
SKU: PA.300S-020-00-105

https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-bed-titan/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Bed+TITAN
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BARIATRIC LOW BOY BED

When combined with various therapeutic support surfaces, the Bariatric
Low Boy can provide alternation, pulsation or rotational with
percussion/vibration therapies to accommodate a wide array of
patients. The Bariatric Low Boy is also available in a version designed to
meet the unique needs of mental health patients. The Bariatric Low Boy
is also available in a version designed to meet the unique needs of
mental health patients. Available with integrated scale and Rest Assure
System as standard features.

SKU: SW.84632W-B

STEPHEN H BARIATRIC TREATMENT
CHAIR

The design, providing a high level of comfort for the patient, has been
developed to provide a customised solution for the bariatric (high
weight) patient care. The chair is able to move patients up to 300 kg. It
is a multipurpose chair designed for hospital use during assessment,
diagnosis, care and treatment. It is suitable for many different
applications and may also be used to transport the patient from one
department to another.

The backrest is produced with sufficient stability to carry out CARDIO
PULMONARY RESUSCITATION. This medical device, made with stainless
materials, represents the “ultimate” solution regarding the elimination
of rust, thus significantly reducing the likelihood of bacterial
contamination.

SKU: GB.SHA.STANDARD

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-low-boy-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Low+Boy+Bed
https://midmed.com.au/product/stephen-h-bariatric-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Stephen+H+Bariatric+Treatment+Chair
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BARIATRIC BEHAVIOURAL BED

The SW Bariatric Behavioural Health Bed provides a user-friendly
design ensuring ergonomic safety for care providers in the behavioural
and mental health environment. This fully functional electric medical
bed can be utilised in a variety of care environments ensuring greater
patient safety and comfort. The PowerSafe™ technology ensures
electrical safety for both the care provider and patient. This Bariatric
Health Bed sets a new standard with its low deck height, which is the
lowest bed on the market.

SKU: SW.33060550

BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-behavioural-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Behavioural+Bed
https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
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BARIATRIC BED TITAN
SKU: PA.300S-020-00-105

BARIATRIC LOW BOY BED

When combined with various therapeutic support surfaces, the Bariatric
Low Boy can provide alternation, pulsation or rotational with
percussion/vibration therapies to accommodate a wide array of
patients. The Bariatric Low Boy is also available in a version designed to
meet the unique needs of mental health patients. The Bariatric Low Boy
is also available in a version designed to meet the unique needs of
mental health patients. Available with integrated scale and Rest Assure
System as standard features.

SKU: SW.84632W-B

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-bed-titan/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Bed+TITAN
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-low-boy-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Low+Boy+Bed
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500 XLS TREATMENT CHAIR

Versatile applications: predominantly IVOM treatments but also MKG
surgery, dental surgery, ophthalmic surgery. Excellent value for money.
Removable footrest for back, seat and height adjustment including on /
off button, 3 memory positions and reset button

SKU: UFSK.15000005-2

500 XLE COMFORT TREATMENT CHAIR

Optimized price-performance ratio. Ample legroom and unobstructed
access to the patient’s head. Space-saving design for flexible use,
outstanding manoeuvrability even in the most confined of spaces. Multi-
functional manual switch with 4 memory positions and auto-run
function. Automatic switch-off in the stand-by mode with reactivation
button

SKU: UFSK.15000006-2

https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xls-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLS+Treatment+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xle-comfort-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLE+Comfort+Treatment+Chair
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BARIATRIC SAPPHIRE AIR MATTRESS
SKU: SW.33060420

68 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER

Luxe and stylish, the Ascent II recliner puts a new twist on serious
medical seating. The curved top-line of the seatback offers additional
headroom while the “wing-back” design adds style and customization
options for designers. Standard features, like swing-away arms and a
removable seat, aid in meeting infection control goals. The Ascent II is
optimal for patient rooms, oncology, infusion therapies, dialysis, pre-
and post-operation and other treatment needs.

SKU: CH.68/CH.68P/CH.660

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-sapphire-air-mattress/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Sapphire+Air+Mattress
https://midmed.com.au/product/68-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=68+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
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56 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER
SKU: CH.56/CH.56P/CH.566-2

65 SERIES BARIATRIC RECLINER

The Ascent XL Bariatric Recliner is ruggedly built like our classic
recliners, with added style and elegance. Gently contoured lines
enhance its profile while comforting patients up to 500 lbs. Standard
swing-arms provide easy cleaning, maintenance and patient transfer.
Four-inch, twin wheel casters are corrosion resistant and roll with ease.

Suitable for Oncology, Surgery, Infusion, Dialysis Therapies,
Orthopedics, Paediatrics, and more.

Purchase the Ascent XL patient chair through Midmed today for an
easily transportable, well-designed recliner that always puts comfort
first. Available with manual and power options in a wide range of
colours.

SKU: CH.65/CH.65P/CH.660-2

https://midmed.com.au/product/56-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=56+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
https://midmed.com.au/product/65-series-bariatric-recliner/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=65+Series+Bariatric+Recliner
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TRAUMA STRETCHER

Techlem’s Premier Series 5000XR is for use in trauma and X-Ray
environments. It is equipped with a fiber resin film surface and high
density radiolucent mattress. A Techlem total-view design, with full
surface accessibility for cassette placement. It also features a high
density foam mattress with conductive.

SKU: T.5000XRSAHF

GYNAECOLOGY STRETCHER

The Premier Series 4500GYN is Techlem’s Gynaecology Stretcher for
use in obstetrics and gynaecology. It is equipped with a two-piece
sectional, viscolastic mattress. The stretcher is versatile, and boasts
supine to full-chair positioning with pneumatic assist for ease of use. It
features a sectional, pressure sensitive foam mattress with viscolastic,
four-way stretch cover.

SKU: T.4500GYN

https://midmed.com.au/product/trauma-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Trauma+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/gynaecology-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Gynaecology+Stretcher
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COMPACT STRETCHER

Techlem’s Premier Series 4500CFS is a highly adaptable, compact
stretcher designed to suit your small-space, clinical environment. It
provides many features as the 4500, including collapsing side-rails. It’s
available in narrow and short & narrow, and features a high density
foam mattress with conductive cover.

SKU: T.4500CFS

EXTENDED STAY STRETCHER

The Premier Series 5000W Extended Stay stretcher is versatile,
functional, and exceptionally comfortable. Our extended stay stretcher
is equipped with an extra-wide frame, zero clearance side-rails, and
Techlem’s distinguished Viscolastic mattress technology. It also
features a pressure sensitive foam mattress with a viscolastic, four-way
stretch cover.

SKU: T.5000WSAHF

https://midmed.com.au/product/compact-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Compact+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/extended-stay-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Extended+Stay+Stretcher
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BARIATRIC CADAVER STRETCHER

The Premier Bariatric Stretcher features a canopy and canopy framer
with a weight capacity of 273kg.

Techlem “Posi-Lock” Braking System
Four Corner Access Brake / Steer Pedals
20cm All Surface, Four Wheel Locking Casters
Techlem “Accu-Steer” Fifth Wheel Steering
Zero Clearance, Full Length Side Rails
Wraparound Bumper

SKU: T.5000BRC

500 XLS TREATMENT CHAIR

Versatile applications: predominantly IVOM treatments but also MKG
surgery, dental surgery, ophthalmic surgery. Excellent value for money.
Removable footrest for back, seat and height adjustment including on /
off button, 3 memory positions and reset button

SKU: UFSK.15000005-2

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-cadaver-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Cadaver+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xls-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLS+Treatment+Chair
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500 XLE COMFORT TREATMENT CHAIR

Optimized price-performance ratio. Ample legroom and unobstructed
access to the patient’s head. Space-saving design for flexible use,
outstanding manoeuvrability even in the most confined of spaces. Multi-
functional manual switch with 4 memory positions and auto-run
function. Automatic switch-off in the stand-by mode with reactivation
button

SKU: UFSK.15000006-2

STEPHEN H BARIATRIC TREATMENT
CHAIR

The design, providing a high level of comfort for the patient, has been
developed to provide a customised solution for the bariatric (high
weight) patient care. The chair is able to move patients up to 300 kg. It
is a multipurpose chair designed for hospital use during assessment,
diagnosis, care and treatment. It is suitable for many different
applications and may also be used to transport the patient from one
department to another.

The backrest is produced with sufficient stability to carry out CARDIO
PULMONARY RESUSCITATION. This medical device, made with stainless
materials, represents the “ultimate” solution regarding the elimination
of rust, thus significantly reducing the likelihood of bacterial
contamination.

SKU: GB.SHA.STANDARD

https://midmed.com.au/product/500-xle-comfort-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=500+XLE+Comfort+Treatment+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/stephen-h-bariatric-treatment-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Stephen+H+Bariatric+Treatment+Chair
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SMART XTRACTSR STRETCHER

The Smart XtractSR Stretcher provides safe and rapid casualty
extraction from hazardous locations, reducing exposure to hostile
locations and secondary injury.

This stretcher is extremely robust despite it’s lightweight material: it
weighs less than 1.5 kg in total and can safely carry up to 300 kg in
weight. It can be carried in operational equipment, making it the most
convenient and easy-to-use stretcher for rescuers and patients in
temperamental weather or terrain conditions.

SKU: TS.72121

COMBICARRIER® II

The CombiCarrier® II is the simplest and most ergonomic backboard on
the market.

Working as a fully functional spinal immobilisation device, as well as a
scoop stretcher and backboard, it allows for safe, easy extrication of
injured patients. Its updated version further improves the inimitable 2-
in-1 design of the original, and brings it fully up to date with a thinner,
lower profile, allowing the whole board to fit inside all standard storage
compartments.

Design is everything with the CombiCarrier® II. The concave surface
ensures patients’ lateral support and comfort, and its clear centre
section makes it completely X-ray compatible, providing a clear view of
the patient’s spine. It comes with four restraint straps, but no pesky bits
and pieces like rivets or screws. Just a clean, minimal, brilliant design.

Its’s simple intuitive design minimises the training requirements of EMS
and hospital personnel, and its lower profile fits in standard storage
compartments. Start using a CombiCarrier® II now to make the
extrication of patients easier. The revolutionary medical equipment
saves on maintenance and replacement costs.

SKU: HM.CC2200PY

https://midmed.com.au/product/smart-xtractsr-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SMART+XtractSR+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/combicarrier-ii/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=CombiCarrier%C2%AE+II
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STAIR CHAIR
SKU: B.STAIRCHAIR.NEW

SMART XTRACTSR STRETCHER

The Smart XtractSR Stretcher provides safe and rapid casualty
extraction from hazardous locations, reducing exposure to hostile
locations and secondary injury.

This stretcher is extremely robust despite it’s lightweight material: it
weighs less than 1.5 kg in total and can safely carry up to 300 kg in
weight. It can be carried in operational equipment, making it the most
convenient and easy-to-use stretcher for rescuers and patients in
temperamental weather or terrain conditions.

SKU: TS.72121

https://midmed.com.au/product/stair-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Stair+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/smart-xtractsr-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=SMART+XtractSR+Stretcher
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BANANA SLIDES

The GBUK Banana Single Patient Tubular Slides are strong and durable
with a high slip performance. It has a strong, red, hemmed slide sheet
and a silicone coat on both sides. With a low profile seam, they are
long-lasting and have high-slip characteristics, enabling easy and safe
patient transfers and re-positioning. They are available in two sizes: 72
cm by 72 cm and 100 cm by 200 cm.

SKU: EGT

MEGAMOVER® TRANSPORT UNIT

The MegaMover offers a great solution for transporting patients from
tight, confined areas that are inaccessible to stretchers. The unit has 14
handles for ergonomic lifting, and can hold up to 450 kg (1,000
pounds). It is 80″ (203 cm) x 40″ (101 cm), and made of durable, latex-
free non-woven/poly material.

The MegaMover Transport Unit is not designed for use when there is
need for spinal stablisation or traction of the patient being transported.
It is recommended to use at least four people to provide safe
transport/transfer, thus reducing the possibility of accident or injury.

SKU: 65459

https://midmed.com.au/product/banana-slides/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Banana+Slides
https://midmed.com.au/product/megamover-transport-unit/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=MegaMover%C2%AE+Transport+Unit
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SWIFI TRANSFER CHAIR

Swifi® was designed exclusively for a hospital environment: greater
rigidity and a longer life span, easy manoeuvrability and a large range
of accessories including Swing IV®, an exclusive system of rotating IV
pole.

Swifi® is a transfer chair with an ultra modern and welcoming design
that contributes to reducing patient anxiety on arrival at a hospital. The
patient’s intimacy is respected when manipulating the footrest due to
its bilateral control. The Swifi® transfer chair allows easy access for all
patients, notably reduced mobility or corpulent patients. A patient
weight capacity of 200kg, an open-sided seat, swing-back armrests and
a sliding footrest ensure both lateral and frontal access comfortably.

SKU: PR.30130-02

TWEEGY TRANSFER CHAIR

Entirely configurable and accessorizable, the Tweegy evolves and will
evolve with your needs!

The Promotal Tweegy is the simplest transfer chair ever designed.
Small, slot-in and very simple to use, Tweegy is the solution that
facilitates your transfers and eases the organisation for all. Entirely
configurable and accessorizable, the Tweegy evolves and will evolve
with your needs.

SKU: PR.50140-01

https://midmed.com.au/product/swifi-transfer-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Swifi+Transfer+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/tweegy-transfer-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Tweegy+Transfer+Chair
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BARIATRIC SHUTTLE B CHAIR

The Shuttle B Series™ Advanced is the ultimate transitional item
designed for use in conjunction with rehabilitation, examination and
transportation. Whether in stretcher or chair position, this fully
electric product accommodates weight capacities up to 455kg. The
Shuttle B Series Advanced transforms with the touch of a button from
stretcher to chair position and is perfect for use with a lateral transfer
device to assist with ambulating a patient. The seat assist function is
complete with ambulation poles for the safety and confidence of the
patient and care provider.

SKU: SW.31060000

BARIATRIC BEHAVIOURAL BED

The SW Bariatric Behavioural Health Bed provides a user-friendly
design ensuring ergonomic safety for care providers in the behavioural
and mental health environment. This fully functional electric medical
bed can be utilised in a variety of care environments ensuring greater
patient safety and comfort. The PowerSafe™ technology ensures
electrical safety for both the care provider and patient. This Bariatric
Health Bed sets a new standard with its low deck height, which is the
lowest bed on the market.

SKU: SW.33060550

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-shuttle-b-chair/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Shuttle+B+Chair
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-behavioural-bed/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Behavioural+Bed
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BARIATRIC CADAVER STRETCHER

The Premier Bariatric Stretcher features a canopy and canopy framer
with a weight capacity of 273kg.

Techlem “Posi-Lock” Braking System
Four Corner Access Brake / Steer Pedals
20cm All Surface, Four Wheel Locking Casters
Techlem “Accu-Steer” Fifth Wheel Steering
Zero Clearance, Full Length Side Rails
Wraparound Bumper

SKU: T.5000BRC

BARIATRIC SAPPHIRE AIR MATTRESS
SKU: SW.33060420

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-cadaver-stretcher/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Cadaver+Stretcher
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-sapphire-air-mattress/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Sapphire+Air+Mattress
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BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

BARIATRIC BED TITAN
SKU: PA.300S-020-00-105

https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-bed-titan/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Bed+TITAN
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BARIATRIC SAPPHIRE AIR MATTRESS
SKU: SW.33060420

BARI-REHAB PLATFORM 2

Introducing the Bari-Rehab Platform2 – setting a new state-of-the-art
standard for bariatric care. With a 450 kg capacity and expandable
width of 100 cm to 120 cm the Bariatric Platform 2 is the ideal bed for
all levels of care for the bariatric patient.  This innovative bed design
allows patients to become actively involved in their rehabilitation plan
of care.

SKU: SW.12060307

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-sapphire-air-mattress/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Sapphire+Air+Mattress
https://midmed.com.au/product/bari-rehab-platform-2/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bari-Rehab+Platform+2
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BARIATRIC BED TITAN
SKU: PA.300S-020-00-105

https://midmed.com.au/product/bariatric-bed-titan/?utm_source=file&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=complete&utm_term=Bariatric+Bed+TITAN
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